
Startup-tec® FAQ and Answers

1. Can Startup-tec® be used on any type of pool finish?
Yes, safe for all types of finishes.

2. What is the composi�on of Startup-tec®?
It's a proprietary trade secret that contains a blend of high-performance multi-polymers and 
dispersants that strongly sequester calcium and metals to block and prevent its information.

3. When is it best to add the Startup-tec®?
As the pool is filling with 500-1000 gallons of water in the pool.

4. The pool is already full, is it safe and effec�ve to s�ll add Startup-tec®?
Startup-tec® can be added at any time but the best proactive protection begins during early pool 
filling.  You can still add Startup-tec® or use Beautec®Scale- Stain Controller which will help 
dissolve any calcium plaster dust and provide up to 6 months of continued protection.

5. How long do I have to brush the pool walls a�er using the product?
It is recommended to brush up to a week depending on your type of finish.  However, with 
Startup-tec® the brushing is much easier as there is less calcium plaster dust residual.

6. Why is it recommended to test source water to fill the pool?
To determine whether you have aggressive fill water (low calcium and or alkalinity) which will 
require balancing pool water with hardness (to raise calcium) and bicarb (to raise alkalinity) 
after pool is filled.

7. How soon can we use the pool a�er it's filled?
When using Startup-tec®, the pool is usually ready to swim within a few days and consult your 
pool builder.

8. What product do you recommend for preven�ng surface scale and stains forma�on?
Beautec® Ul�mate Scale-Stain-Scum and Salt Cell Controller.

9. I have a colored finish pool and a�er it was filled, I saw uneven color surfaces, what 
happened? 
It's possible not enough startup-tec® was used. At this point, add Beautec® Ultimate Scale-Stain 
Controller to help dissolve any while calcium discoloration and brush surfaces until calcium scale 
is gone.

10. Is Startup-tec® acidic and safe to handle?
It is non-acidic and it is safe to handle.

If you have not found the answer to any of your questions, please call 1-800-289-7660 or direct 1-559-299-7660.
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